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List of Activities during 2018

- Congresses held: -
  - Annual Congress was held in Birmingham from 5 to 8 April 2018
  - Scottish Congress was held in Glasgow from 22 – 23 September 2018
  - Podcasts and Proceedings from the above Congresses are available to members on the BSAVA Website
  - BSAVA’s continued support for the Eastern European Regional Veterinary Conferences with a conference held in Zagreb

- Continuing Education Activities: -
  - BSAVA CPD courses run throughout the year across the UK on a wide range of topics for small animal veterinary professionals.
  - BSAVA continues to run Post Graduate certificates (PG Cert) in Medicine, Surgery, Ophthalmology and Emergency and Critical Care. BSAVA is continuing to run a Masters programme for veterinary surgeons in practice.
  - Professional Key Skills CPD. This new online CPD equips members with the key skills required for inclusion on the RCVS Advanced Practitioners list, alongside a relevant Postgraduate certificate
The PDP Resource Bank has been developed to support BSAVA members by providing a structured bank of online resources around General Professional Skills, matched directly to each of the RCVS PDP competences.

- **Publications**
  - BSAVA continued to sell over twenty thousand printed books.
  - **Manuals**
    - BSAVA publishes a world-renowned series of manuals that provide a comprehensive dataset of chapters covering small animal clinical practice. These can now be accessed online (see BSAVA Digital Library Platform below)
  - Formularies for Small Animal and Exotic species in hard copy and online.
  - Journal of Small Animal Practice (JSAP) remains a scientific cornerstone of BSAVA’s mission to promote excellence in small animal practice.
  - Companion is a monthly publication for BSAVA members featuring practical content relating to their needs in practice.

- **The BSAVA Digital Library Platform**
  - This was launched at BSAVA Congress in April 2018 and enables members to search the entire range of BSAVA publications – manuals, formularies, Companion, JSAP for details see: https://www.bsavalibrary.com/about

- **BSAVA International Affairs Committee**
  - This committee maintained communication with other international associations and BSAVA funded an International Scholarship programme that pays for worthy scholars to attend our annual Congress

- **Redevelopment and expansion of BSAVA Head Office, Woodrow House, was completed and opened during 2018.**